
The Suya dataset 

Source : Seeger, Anthony: Nature and society in central Brazil : the Suya Indians of Mato Grosso, 

Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1981 

Coding : Klaus Hamberger for the Kinsources project, July 2015.  

Ethnographic context 

The Suya are a Gê-speaking Amerindian people of living in the state of Mato Grosso, Brasil.  

Suya live in circular villages built around a central plaza. Residence is ideally uxorilocal, though in 

1972 this norm was not generally met. Social organization is based on a system of name sets, which 

are transferred by cross-sex affiliation (boys receive names from the maternal uncle, girls from the 

paternal aunt) and determine membership in log-racing moieties and ceremonial plaza groups. Suya 

matrimonial norms valorize matrimonial cross-cousin marriage, marriage redoublings by siblings and 

sibling exchange (all considered as “marrying across the plaza”). 

Data have been collected by Anthony Seeger among the Eastern Suya in the Xingu National Park from 

1971 to 1973.  

Data sources and coding 

The appendix A of the book provides detailed information on Suya genealogical relationships, naming 

relationships, and the residence patterns in 1972. It also contains detailed explanation of the original 

coding procedure. This appendix has been taken as the basis of the Kinsources dataset.  

Individuals are identified by a two-part code: first, a name code indicating the moiety (upper case 

letter) and the name set (lower case letter); second, a three-digit number code indicating the 

genealogical level (first digit) and the individual position on the genealogical chart (from top to 

bottom, where generational levels are ordered from left to right).   

In addition to identity number and name code, the generation, moiety and name set have been coded 

explicitly in the dataset, according to the author’s legend in appendix A (p. 244).  

The chart gives also information on the origin of non-Suya and Western Suya (Tapayuna) residents 

(in-married for generation 1, captives for superior generations).  

The second part of the appendix lists the configurations of 7 residential groups according to the 1972 

village census. House numbers have been coded in the dataset.  

The appendix provides no information on the completeness of the genealogical data. According to the 

author, the genealogical and residential charts are intended for tracing naming relationships and 

political alliances. By contrast, data collection does not seem to have focused on marriage practices.  

  



Dataset Overview 

Field Type Comment Source Coding 

INDIVIDUALS 

ID Numeric Original identity number (see above) Second part of individual code on the 

chart 

NAME Text Name of the individual, in 

augmentative (or formal) form 

Given on the genealogical chart. 

GENDER Char Gender (H for men, F for women) Shape of individual symbols (circles 

and triangles) 

NAMECODE Text Name code indicating moiety and 

name set 

First part of individual code on the 

chart 

GEN Numeric Generational level Position on the chart and first digit of 

the id number 

MOIETY Text Derived from the name code Name set table on p. 244 

NAMESET Text Derived from the name code Moiety information on p. 244 

ALIVE Boolean Life status in 1972 White or black shading of individual 

symbols 

CODER Text Comments of the coder - 

DEAT_DATE Numeric Date of death Information in parenthesis on the 

genealogical chart 

GROUP Text Non-Suya origin group of captured or 

in-married individuals  

Information in parenthesis on the 

genealogical chart 

NOTE Text Information on circumstances of 

death or capture 

Information in parenthesis on the 

genealogical chart 

HOUSE Numeric Residential unit in 1972 Residential census diagrams 

 


